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The Basis for Diminished Functional Recovery after Delayed
Peripheral Nerve Repair
Tessa Gordon, Neil Tyreman, and Mukaila A. Raji
Centre for Neuroscience, Department of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta T6G 2S2, Canada

The postsurgical period during which neurons remain without target connections (chronic axotomy) and distal nerve stumps and target
muscles are denervated (chronic denervation) deleteriously affects functional recovery. An autologous nerve graft and cross-suture
paradigm in Sprague Dawley rats was used to systematically and independently control time of motoneuron axotomy, denervation of
distal nerve sheaths, and muscle denervation to determine relative contributions of each factor to recovery failure. Tibial (TIB) nerve was
cross-sutured to common peroneal (CP) nerve via a contralateral 15 mm nerve autograft to reinnervate the tibialis anterior (TA) muscle
immediately or after prolonging TIB axotomy, CP autograft denervation, or TA muscle denervation. Numbers of motoneurons that
reinnervated TA muscle declined exponentially from 99⫾15 to asymptotic mean (⫾SE) values of 35 ⫾ 1, 41 ⫾ 10, and 13 ⫾ 5, respectively. Enlarged reinnervated motor units fully compensated for reduced motoneuron numbers after prolonged axotomy and autograft
denervation, but the maximal threefold enlargement did not compensate for the severe loss of regenerating nerves through chronically
denervated nerve stumps and for failure of reinnervated muscle fibers to recover from denervation atrophy. Muscle force, weight, and
cross-sectional area declined. Our results demonstrate that chronic denervation of the distal stump plays a key role in reduced nerve
regeneration, but the denervated muscle is also a contributing factor. That chronic Schwann cell denervation within the nerve autograft
reduced regeneration less than after the denervation of both CP nerve stump and TA muscle, argues that chronic muscle denervation
negatively impacts nerve regeneration.

Introduction
Functional recovery is frequently poor after peripheral nerve injury, particularly when nerves are damaged close to the spinal
cord and far from their targets. Thus, patients whose traumatic
injuries sever large nerve trunks such as the sciatic nerve generally
have poor prognosis with little or no functional recovery of their
lower limb (Sunderland, 1978). The clinical phenomena are well
recognized, but the mechanism(s) for poor nerve regeneration
and target reinnervation remain(s) contentious.
Irreversible atrophy of denervated skeletal muscle after nerve
injuries has been mistakenly regarded as the cause of poor functional recovery (Sulaiman et al., 2011). Our systematic evaluation
in a rat model of prolonged neuronal detachment from target
connections after nerve transection (chronic axotomy) and of
prolonged denervation of distal nerve stumps (chronic denervation) demonstrated that progressive failure of (1) chronically
axotomized motoneurons to regenerate into freshly denervated
distal nerve stumps and (2) chronically denervated distal nerve
stumps to support nerve regeneration of freshly axotomized neurons account for progressive failure of peripheral nerve regeneration with time and distance (Fu and Gordon, 1995a,b, 1997; You
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don, 2003a,b; Gordon et al., 2003; Sulaiman et al., 2005; Furey et
al., 2007). We used a retrograde labeling technique to verify that,
a year after chronic denervation of the distal nerve stump, ⬍10%
of motoneurons regenerated their axons into the stump (Sulaiman and Gordon, 2000) and reinnervated muscle (Fu and Gordon, 1995b). The dramatically reduced numbers of regenerating
axons reinnervated a maximum number of denervated muscle
fibers to form enlarged motor units (Fu and Gordon, 1995b).
However, an upper limit of motor unit enlargement when ⬍25%
of motoneurons remain after partial or complete muscle denervation prevents full recovery of muscle contractile force and
weight (Brown and Ironton, 1978; Rafuse et al., 1992; Fu and
Gordon, 1995b; Rafuse and Gordon, 1996; Tam et al., 2001; Gordon and Tyreman, 2010).
Our findings of reduced nerve regeneration after chronic denervation of distal nerve stumps could conceivably result from a
reported negative impact of the chronically denervated muscles
that remain in continuity with the denervated nerve stumps
(Bain et al., 2001). This possibility necessitates experiments to
evaluate how chronic denervation of distal nerve stumps affects
nerve regeneration independently of the effects of chronic muscle
denervation. In this study, we used a cross-suture nerve graft
paradigm to systematically and individually evaluate the contributions of prolonged axotomy, distal nerve stump denervation,
and muscle denervation on the regenerative capacity of peripheral nerves. Our results demonstrate that chronic denervation of
the distal stump in and of itself plays a key role in reduced nerve
regeneration but that the chronically denervated muscle is also a
contributing factor.
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Materials and Methods
Animals
The experiments were performed on 122
young (120- to 150-d-old) female Sprague
Dawley rats with an initial body weight of 220 –
260 g. Surgery was performed on a total of 90
animals. All surgical procedures were approved
by the University of Alberta animal care committee and adhered strictly to the guidelines set
by the Canadian Council on Animal Care.

Surgery
Cross-union graft repair surgery. Surgery was
performed under sterile conditions. Anesthesia
was induced with intraperitoneal injection of
sodium pentobarbitol (45 mg/kg). Atropine
(0.1 mg/kg) was also injected to reduce respiratory congestion. In 90 rats, skin incisions
were made bilaterally to expose the sciatic
nerve and its tibial (TIB) and common peroneal (CP) nerve branches. TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery was performed in the right
hindlimb to encourage TIB nerve regeneration Figure 1. Surgical procedures for nerve cross-suture. The proximal stump of the cut tibial (TIBp ) nerve was cross-sutured to the
through a 15 mm CP nerve graft (CPg) that distal stump of the cut common peroneal (CPd ) via a 15 mm CP nerve graft (CPg ) taken from the contralateral hindlimb. The
bridged between the proximal TIB (TIBp) and proximal CP (CPp ) and the distal TIB (TIBd ) nerve stumps were tied and sutured to nearby innervated muscle to prevent axon
distal (CPd) nerve stumps to reinnervate the regeneration. The TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery was performed using two 8-0 sutures to encourage TIB axon regeneration through
denervated tibialis anterior (TA) muscle in the the CPg bridge into the CPd distal nerve stump to reinnervate the denervated TA muscle in the flexor compartment of the hindlimb.
flexor muscle compartment (Fig. 1). The re- The repair surgery was performed either immediately (A) or up to 500 d after either cutting and ligating the TIBp nerve (B), cutting
maining 32 rats were not operated on and and ligating the contralateral proximal and distal nerve stumps (CPp and CPd) to harvest a chronically denervated CPg nerve graft
(C), or cutting and ligating the CP nerve to prolong denervation of both the CP distal nerve stump (CPd) and the TA muscle (D).
served as controls.
Immediate nerve graft surgery. For immediate TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery, a 15 mm
Experimental preparation. The rats were glucose-loaded for 2 d before
length of CP nerve (CPg) was excised from the left hindlimb for nerve
the experiments by adding glucose to the drinking water in a 5% solution.
grafting in the right hindlimb. TIB and CP nerves were each cut in the
This procedure promotes glycogen synthesis in muscle fibers that, in
right hindlimb for the nerve repair surgery in which the 15-mm-long CP
turn, permits clear distinction of glycogen-depleted muscle fibers of isonerve graft (CPg) was sutured between the proximal TIB (TIBp) and
lated single motor units from nonunit muscle fibers (Tötösy de Zepetnek
distal CP (CPd) nerve stumps with silk 8-0 epineural sutures (Fig. 1A).
et al., 1992a). Rats were anesthetized by intraperitoneal administration of
The length of the CPd nerve stump was ⬃15 mm to its entry into the TA
sodium pentobarbital (45 mg/kg) and the depth of surgical anesthesia
muscle. The distal TIB (TIBd) and the proximal CP (CPp) nerve stumps
was maintained by insertion of a venous cannula in the neck for injection
were sutured to nearby innervated muscles to prevent entry of regenerof a 1:5 dilution of the anesthetic when necessary. The 5% glucose soluating axons into the CPd nerve stump and axon outgrowth from the TIBd
tion infusion maintained blood pressure and blood glucose levels
nerve stump as previously described (Fu and Gordon, 1995a,b, 1997; You
(Tötösy de Zepetnek et al., 1992b; Fu and Gordon, 1995a, 1997).
et al., 1997; Sulaiman and Gordon, 2000, 2003; Boyd and Gordon, 2003a;
A laminectomy was performed to expose the spinal cord from T12 to
Gordon et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2003; Sulaiman et al., 2005).
L6 for isolation of the L4 and L5 contributing ventral roots to the TA
The delayed TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgeries were the same as for the
muscle in the right hindlimb (Fig. 2). The right sciatic nerve was exposed
immediate repair surgery except for the delay of 41–521 d between the
to place two fine wire electrodes on either side of the nerve for maximal
first and second surgeries (Fig. 1). In the first surgery, the right TIB nerve
stimulation. The reinnervated TA muscle was exposed and all muscles
was cut and the proximal nerve stump ligated to prolong TIB motoneuexcept the TA were denervated. Electromyographic (EMG) signals were
ron axotomy (Fig. 1 B) or the left distal CP nerve stump was ligated 20
recorded from the TA muscle using bipolar electrodes fixed 5 mm apart
mm from TA muscle to harvest a chronically denervated CPg nerve
on a SILASTIC sheet and sewn onto the fascia of the muscle. The skin was
graft (Fig. 1C), or the left CP nerve was cut and the proximal stump
closed around the muscle leaving the 00 silk suture attached to the distal
ligated to prevent regeneration and thereby prolong the denervation
tendon protruding at the ankle for attachment to a Grass force transof the CP distal nerve stump (CPd) and the TA muscle (Fig. 1 D). After
ducer (FT03) to record isometric force from the TA muscle. The rat was
the nerve surgeries, the muscle layers and skin incisions were closed
mounted rigidly to a steel table with clamps to fix the knees and ankles.
with 4-0 silk sutures.
The skin on the back was held stretched open with rubber bands fixed to
Buponorphine was administered to all rats to reduce postoperative
posts on the table and a spinal pool of mineral oil was formed. The ventral
pain. The rats were allowed to recover from anesthesia under a heat lamp.
roots L4 and L5 were identified and cut from the spinal cord. A heating
blanket and a radiant heat maintained core temperature of 37°C and
muscle temperature of 34°C, monitored using a rectal probe and subcuRecording of TA muscle and motor unit EMG and
taneous probes in the hindlimbs.
contractile forces
Electrophysical recordings. Force and EMG signals were amplified and
The final acute experiment was performed an average (⫾SE) of 326 ⫾
digitized in millinewtons and millivolts, respectively, at appropriate sam16 d after immediate or delayed TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery to ensure
pling rates (EMG, 12.5 kHz; twitch, 1250 Hz; tetanus, 500 Hz). Stimulasufficient time for nerve regeneration through the CP autograft and the
tion of the nerve or ventral root filaments was repeated up to 30 times at
CP distal nerve stump for reinnervation of the denervated TA muscle and
0.5–1 Hz to average contractile force and EMG, especially for the refor the full recovery of the denervated muscle fibers from denervation
cordings of small motor unit contractile forces. Springs in the force
atrophy (Fu and Gordon, 1995b; Sulaiman and Gordon, 2000). Identical
transducer were adjusted for 10 and 0.05 N maximum force ranges for
experiments were performed on the 32 age-matched normal control animals. The body weight of the rats ranged between 250 and 650 g.
whole-muscle and motor unit recordings, respectively. An example of
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of the stimulus pulse was raised sufficiently to
evoke an all-or-none unitary EMG and twitch
contractile response that was recorded. Thereafter, the voltage was raised again to recruit a
second all-or-none response that added to the
contractile force. This procedure was repeated
up to four times. If all axons have distinct
thresholds, increasing the voltage of the stimulus pulse progressively recruits motor units
with each new voltage level, adding the contractile force of an additional motor unit at
each level. Graphical subtraction of the traces
of the twitch contractions was used to estimate
the contractile forces of the different motor
units (i.e., subtracting the first trace from the
second yields the force attributable to the second motor unit, subtracting the second trace
from the third yields the twitch force of the third,
and so on) (Fig. 2C). The groups of motor units
were kept small, approximately three to four, to
minimize the problem of alternation in which
higher force levels may have different combinations of motor units being stimulated
because of slight variability in stimulus
thresholds (Major et al., 2007). An average of
40 – 80% of the ⬃120 motor units in the TA
muscle was sampled from each muscle. The
number of reinnervated motor units was determined from the ratio of the muscle twitch force
to the mean motor unit force (Fig. 2 E).

Isolation and characterization of single
motor and muscle units
After the groups of motor units were sampled,
a single axon supplying the TA muscle was isolated and the motor unit was physiologically
characterized in terms of maximum tetanic
force (a 200 ms train of pulses at 100 Hz), fatigability (40 Hz stimulation in 50-ms-long
trains repeated every second for 2 min) (Fig.
2 F), and sag during an unfused tetanic contraction (800 ms train of pulses delivered at an
Figure 2. In vivo recording of TA muscle and motor unit forces and glycogen depletion of a single muscle unit. The sciatic nerve interpulse interval at 1.25⫻ the twitch contracwas stimulated to evoke isometric twitch and tetanic forces of the TA muscle (A, D) and dissected ventral root filaments in L4 and tion time) (Tötösy de Zepetnek et al., 1991,
L5 stimulated to evoke a maximum of four all-or-none increments in twitch force (B) and electromyographic signals (data not 1992a,b).
The isolated motor unit was subjected to reshown). The motor unit forces were obtained by subtraction (C). The number of reinnervated motor units was calculated as the
ratio of the muscle and average motor unit (MU) twitch forces (E). A single motor unit was isolated by being evoked by 2⫻ petitive muscle contraction to deplete its musthreshold stimulation of a teased ventral root filament. The muscle unit twitch and maximal tetanic isometric forces were recorded; cle fiber of glycogen; thereafter, the muscle was
fatigue resistance was calculated from the ratio of the unfused tetanic forces at 40 Hz at 0 and 2 min of a fatigue test in which the removed and stained with periodic acid–Schiff
nerve filament was stimulated with 13 pulses at 40 Hz at a repetition rate of 1 Hz for 2 min (F ). Thereafter, the isolated single motor (PAS) staining to detect glycogen as described
unit was stimulated at 100 Hz repeated at a rate of 1 Hz until the force stabilized, then at 2 Hz, and then at 5 Hz until the force was in detail previously (Tötösy de Zepetnek et al.,
reduced to 5% of the initial force (G). The motor unit force was then allowed to recover at a stimulation rate of 0.1 Hz. When the 1991, 1992a,b). Briefly, an isolated motor unit
force had completely recovered, a second bout of fatiguing stimulation was initiated. This stimulation regime was repeated until was stimulated to deplete its glycogen content
using intermittent trains of five stimulus pulses
the unit tetanic force failed to recover beyond ⬃50% of the initial force levels.
with a 10 ms interpulse interval (100 Hz) repeated every second (1 Hz frequency). A steady
decline in force was produced, and, when the
the twitch and maximal muscle tetanic force in response to 1 and 20
decline plateaued, the train repetition rate was increased progressively
pulses at 100 Hz is shown in Figure 2D.
from 1 to 3.3 Hz to continue to fatigue the motor unit muscle fibers until
The contributing L4 and L5 ventral roots were each dissected into
the unit force was reduced to 5% of the initial force. Thereafter, motor
filaments to isolate and to stimulate motor axons innervating single mounit force was encouraged to recover by reducing the train repetition rate
tor units in the TA muscle (i.e., the muscle fibers innervated by one
to 0.1 Hz (Fig. 2G). The fatiguing and recovery periods of stimulation
motor axon). Teased rootlets were placed on a three electrode array (Fig.
were repeated until motor force failed to recover, approximately four
2 A) with the electrode at ground potential placed distal to the cathode
repetitions for fatigable motor units and up to eight for fatigue-resistant
and anode to reduce accidental stimulation of other nerves by volume
motor units. This protocol ensured that the muscle unit fibers were well
conduction. Motor unit twitch forces were determined by recording the
depleted of glycogen and allowed for unequivocal identification of the
incremental force during graded stimulation of each nerve bundle (de
depleted muscle unit fibers. Immediately after this depletion protocol,
Koning et al., 1989; Tam et al., 2001, 2002a,b). The technique of using
the muscle was quickly removed, blotted, dried on filter paper for weighincremental force to measure motor unit twitch forces (sizes) was described in detail previously and is shown in Figure 2 B. Briefly, the voltage
ing, frozen in melting isopentane, and stored at ⫺70°C. The muscle was
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later cut into serial sections 10 m thick and
stained with PAS to identify the glycogendepleted muscle fibers (Fig. 3A,D,G,J). Sequential muscle cross-sections were also stained for
myosin ATPase after acid and alkaline preincubations to determine muscle fiber type (Fig.
3B,E,H,K) (Brooke and Kaiser, 1970; Guth and
Samaha, 1970). Camera lucida drawings were
made from the PAS-stained muscle crosssections in which glycogen-depleted fibers were
outlined within the whole-muscle cross-section
(Fig. 3C,F,I,L). As described previously (Tötösy
de Zepetnek et al., 1992a), such drawings were
made from a number of sections taken at different proximo-distal levels along the muscle. The
cross-sections yielding the largest number of
muscle fibers were selected for territorial analysis
(Tötösy de Zepetnek et al., 1992a; Wang and Kernell, 2000).
Using photographs or digitized images of
the muscle cross-section, we counted the number of fibers in the depleted muscle unit, determined the muscle fiber areas, and the territory
containing the unit fibers. The motor unit territory was defined as the area limited by lines
connecting the outermost glycogen-depleted
muscle fibers (Edström and Larsson, 1987).

Data analysis and statistics
Mean values are given with SEs of the mean
(⫾SE). Differences between mean values were
tested using a standard Student t test or ANOVA
for comparisons of more than two experimental groups. Differences between distributions of
unit variables were tested with the Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (Fisz, 1963). In all cases, statistical significance was taken at the 5% level of
confidence.

Results
We determined the independent effects of
prolonged motoneuron axotomy, distal
nerve stump pre-degeneration, and mus- Figure 3. Comparison of muscle cross-sectional areas and muscle unit fibers in reinnervated TA muscles at least 6 months after
cle denervation on the success of axonal immediate graft repair (A–C) or after a ⬃12 months delayed graft repair after chronic TIB nerve axotomy (D, E), CP autograft
regeneration and muscle reinnervation. denervation (G–I ), or TA muscle denervation (J–L). Examples are shown of muscle fibers that are negative for the PAS reaction and
To do so, we used a cross-union graft re- hence are glycogen depleted (A, D, G, J ). The muscle fibers are type II based on their negative staining with acidic myosin ATPase
pair method to independently vary the pe- (B, E, H, K ). They tend to be clumped in the reinnervated muscles after immediate and delayed of TIBp–CPg–CPd nerve repair. The
riods of axotomy, autologous nerve graft clumping of muscle fibers within the outer borders of all of the muscle unit fibers of a glycogen depleted muscle unit (innervated
denervation, and tibialis anterior (TA) by a single motoneuron) is shown in camera lucida drawings after immediate repair (C) and after delayed nerve repair when the CP
muscle denervation before nerve repair. A motoneurons were chronically axotomized (F ), the CP nerve graft (I ), and the TA muscle (L) were chronically denervated.
total of 122 female rats were used: 32 were
tion, and TA muscle denervation ( p ⬍ 0.05). Hence, we comunoperated controls and 90 underwent surgery in which the
bined
the intervals for the three groups, the mean (⫾SE) time
proximal stump of the cut tibial (TIBp) nerve was sutured to
interval
being 326 ⫾ 16 d. We had previously demonstrated full
the distal stump of a cut common peroneal (CPd) nerve via a
recovery of force and weight of reinnervated TA muscles within
contralateral 15 mm CP autologous nerve graft (CPg), TIBp–
⬃150 –180 d under conditions in which nerve resuture or crossCPg–CPd repair surgery, either immediately (n ⫽ 10) (Fig. 1 A)
suture was performed at the same level of CP nerve transection
or after delays of 41–521 d (n ⫽ 80). Effects of prolonged TIB
⬃15 mm from the entry of the nerve into the flexor musculature
motoneuron axotomy (n ⫽ 25) (Fig. 1 B), CP autologous
(Tötösy de Zepetnek et al., 1992a; Fu and Gordon, 1995a,b). A
nerve graft denervation (n ⫽ 29) (Fig. 1C), and CP distal
considerably longer period of time would be expected after TIBp–
stump and TA muscle denervation (n ⫽ 26) (Fig. 1 D) were
CPg–CPd repair surgery because axons regenerate from the proxcompared with those of immediate nerve repair in each
imal TIBp stump through a 15 mm nerve graft into the distal CPd
case.
nerve stump. Furthermore, in the experimental groups in which
The time intervals between the TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery
TIB axotomy, CP graft denervation, or the TA muscle denervaand the final experiment of reinnervated TA muscle and motor
tion were each prolonged for up to ⬃500 d, even longer periods
unit force recordings were not significantly different for the three
of time for maximum nerve regeneration and recovery of muscle
experimental groups of chronic TIB axotomy, CP graft denervafrom denervation atrophy are likely. TA muscle and motor unit
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Figure 4. Effects of chronic axotomy, nerve graft denervation, and prolonged distal nerve
stump and muscle denervation on muscle tetanic force (A), wet weight (B), CSA (C), and muscle
fiber number (D), and CSA (E) after TIBp–CPg–CPd nerve repair surgery and regeneration. Nerve
repair was performed via an autologous 15 mm CP nerve graft between the TIB proximal nerve
stump and the distal CP nerve stump that required chronically axotomized TIB motoneurons to
regenerate axons across two suture lines to reinnervate the distal nerve stump and grow to
reinnervate the denervated TA muscle, TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery. The mean values (⫾SE) of
each parameter in the reinnervated TA muscles immediately after repair surgery differed significantly from the mean (⫾SE) values of intact TA muscles in unoperated rats (shown by
straight black line and gray bar). Changes in parameters as a function of the days between either
TIB nerve axotomy (F), CP nerve graft denervation (E), or TA muscle denervation (F) and
nerve repair are fitted by regression lines. In both cases of TIB nerve axotomy and CP nerve graft
denervation, the lines did not differ significantly from zero ( p ⬎ 0.05), indicating no change as
a function of chronic axotomy or chronic CP graft denervation before nerve repair. The slopes of
the regression lines fitted to the data of chronic axotomy and chronic CP graft denervation were
⫺3.54 ⫾ 2.48 and ⫺2.5 ⫾ 1.51 (A), ⫺0.07 ⫾ 0.15 and ⫺0.17 ⫾ 0.13 (B), 0.004 ⫾ 0.004
and ⫺0.003 ⫾ 0.088 (C), 3.61 ⫾ 2.30 and ⫺0.65 ⫾ 3.19 (D), and ⫺0.93 ⫾ 0.36 and
⫺0.16 ⫾ 0.35 (E). In contrast, all the same parameters declined exponentially as a function of
duration of CP distal nerve stump and TA muscle denervation to significantly lower values ( p ⬍
0.05). The time constants for the exponential declines were 156 (A), 122 (B), 256 (C), 556 (D),
and 86 d (E).

forces were compared with those of muscles from unoperated
age-matched controls (CON: n ⫽ 32; body weight, 291 ⫾ 70 g)
because the contralateral left TA muscles were denervated by
preparation of the CP graft.
Immediate nerve repair via a nerve graft does not lead to
full recovery
Before evaluating delayed nerve sutures, we immediately repaired
nerves after nerve transection and evaluated the regenerative success after the TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery. All the reinnervated
muscle parameters of tetanic force, weight, cross-sectional area
(CSA), and fiber number, were significantly less than normal
after nerve regeneration across the two suture lines after the TIBp–
CPg–CPd repair surgery (Fig. 4 A–D). Muscle fiber CSA was significantly greater after the surgery (Fig. 4 E). The number of
muscle fibers reinnervated by each motoneuron, the innervation
ratio, was not changed (Fig. 5H ).
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Figure 5. Comparison of (1) the exponential decline in numbers of motoneurons that reinnervated TA muscle (motor unit number), (2) mean motor unit numbers after immediate, early,
and late periods of chronic axotomy (F) (A, E), CP graft denervation (E) (B, D, F ), and nerve
stump and muscle denervation (F) (C, D, G), and (3) exponential increase in the numbers of
muscle fibers reinnervated by each motoneuron, the innervations ratio (H ). The progressive
decline in regenerative success for all three experimental conditions was fitted by exponential
regression lines. The progressive decline after prolonged axotomy (A) was slow (time constant
of 323 d) relative to the declines after chronic CP graft (B) and TA muscle denervation (C) that
were both rapid, the time constants of the exponential decline being the same (49 and 45 d).
The smaller asymptotic value of 19 motor units after chronic TA muscle denervation compared
with the asymptotic values of 42 motor units after chronic CP graft denervation (D) argues that
the chronic muscle denervation is an important contributing factor, in addition to chronic denervation of Schwann cells in reducing the success of delayed nerve repair after injury.

Prolonged axotomy: decline in regenerative capacity relative
to immediate nerve repair is compensated for by motor unit
enlargement
Axotomy of the TIB motoneurons was prolonged for up to 521 d
by suturing the proximal TIB nerve stump to innervated muscle
in the right hindlimb. The stump was then freed by cutting (a
refreshment injury) and the proximal TIB nerve stump was crosssutured to a freshly cut CP distal nerve stump via a 15 mm freshly
prepared CP nerve autograft from the contralateral hindlimb—
chronic TIB axotomy with a fresh graft and freshly denervated CP
nerve stump and TA muscle (Fig. 1 B). The recordings of reinnervated TA isometric contractile forces and the muscle weights
326 ⫾ 16 d after chronic TIB axotomy and TIBp–CPg–CPd repair
surgery demonstrated that the muscles were equally well reinnervated after chronic TIB axotomy as after immediate nerve repair
regardless of the duration of chronic axotomy (Fig. 4 A, B). The
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negative slope of the regression line of tetanic force and duration of chronic TIB
axotomy (⫺3.5 ⫾ 2.5) was not significantly different from zero (Fig. 4 A).
CSAs of the muscles, measured from the
widest middle portion of the muscle to
include both deep and superficial areas,
also recovered completely compared with
immediate nerve repair (Fig. 4C). The
muscle CSA included the same number of
muscle fibers that had fully recovered
their CSAs (Fig. 4 D, E). The slopes of the
regression lines fitted to the plots of muscle CSA, and muscle fiber number and
CSA, were not significantly different from
zero (Fig. 4C–E).
We calculated the number of motoneurons reinnervating TA muscles after
immediate and chronic TIB axotomy to
evaluate whether the apparent full recovery of the reinnervated muscles after
chronic axotomy relative to immediate
nerve repair (Fig. 5) masked incomplete
reinnervation of the freshly denervated
muscles by the chronically axotomized
motoneurons. This would occur if fewer
nerves regenerated and each of these axons supplied more muscle fibers than normal to increase the innervation ratio.
Thereby the increased contractile force of
the reinnervated motor units may be suf- Figure 6. Effects of chronic motoneuron axotomy (B–D), nerve graft denervation (E–G), and distal nerve and muscle
ficient to sustain whole muscle force and denervation (H–J ) on the frequency distributions of motor unit tetanic force in the reinnervated TA muscle after nerve
weight. This was demonstrated previously repair and axon regeneration. Axotomized TIB motoneurons regenerated axons via an autologous 15 mm CP nerve graft
after chronic TIB axotomy and TIBp–CPd and distal CP nerve stump to reinnervate denervated TA muscle after either immediate or delayed TIBp–CPg–CPd nerve
cross-suture without the intervening CP surgery that chronically axotomized TIB motoneurons, denervated the CP nerve graft, or denervated the TA muscle (A).
Frequency distributions of reinnervated TA muscles are plotted after immediate nerve repair (A), early reinnervation (⬍50
nerve graft (Fu and Gordon, 1995a). Ind after chronic axotomy) (B, E, H ), and late reinnervation (⬎300 d of chronic axotomy) (C, F, I ) and in the comparative
deed, we found that the mean (⫾SE) cumulative frequency distributions (D, G, J ). Note that the frequency and cumulative distributions are plotted on seminumber of reinnervated motor units in logarithmic scales because of the skewed distributions of motor unit forces typical of normal skeletal muscles. The frethe TA muscles did decline, falling expo- quency distributions shifted significantly to the right to larger values. **p ⬍ 0.01. The mean value (⫾SE) after immediate
nentially from 99 (⫾15) after immediate TIBp–CPg–CPd nerve surgery was 25.6 ⫾ 1.8 mN (A) and after delayed surgery 31.2 ⫾ 2.7 mN (B) and 44.9 ⫾ 2.0 mN (C)
TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery to 35 (⫾1) for chronic TIB axotomy; 44.1 ⫾ 3.2 mN (E) and 38.7 ⫾ 1.5 mN (F ) after chronic CP graft denervation; and 36.8 ⫹ 2.4 mN
after chronic TIB axotomy with a time (H ) and 37.2 ⫾ 2.7 mN (I ) after for chronic distal nerve stump and TA muscle denervation. The corresponding cumulative
constant () of 323 d (Fig. 5A). The initial frequency histograms are shown in D, G, and J where significant (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test) and progressive rightward
decline within 50 d was not significant, shifts in the cumulative force distributions to the right were seen after chronic axotomy (D) and a significant shift to the
but the decline thereafter was significant right was also seen within 50 d after chronic CP nerve graft denervation (G) and TA muscle denervation (J ). There was no
additional significant increase in motor unit forces (and hence no additional rightward shift) after late reinnervation.
(Fig. 5E). The ⬃66% decline in number of
motor units agrees well with our previous
periods of chronic axotomy ( p ⬍ 0.05) (Fig 6 A–C). When the
finding that prolonged axotomy reduces the number of reinnerforce
data were plotted as cumulative force distributions, the
vated motor units to ⬃33% after delayed TIBp–CPd repair surrightward
shifts of the distributions were significant within 50 d
gery (Fu and Gordon, 1995a).
(Kolmogorov–Smirnov,
p ⬍ 0.05) (Fig. 6D). The progressive shifts
The size of the reinnnervated motor units increased with
of the tetanic forces to values of ⬃2.5 times the forces measured after
prolonged TIB axotomy as measured by innervation ratios and
immediate TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery reflected similar elevations
motor unit forces (Figs. 5H, 6A–D). As shown in Figure 5H in
in
innervation ratios (Fig. 5H) as the numbers of chronically axotowhich only three representative mean (⫾SE) values are inmized
TIB motoneurons that reinnervated TA muscles declined
cluded for clarity, the innervation ratios increased reciprocally
(Fig. 5A).
with the decline in the number of reinnervated motor units
In summary, chronic axotomy resulted in a significant decline
(Fig. 5A). Increased motor unit force was evident by the rightin the capacity of freshly axotomized TIB motoneurons to regenward shift of the frequency distributions of the motor unit
erate and reinnervate freshly denervated TA muscles. The regentetanic forces from immediate to early (⬍50 d) and late (⬎300
erated axons form maximally enlarged motor units to include all
d) periods of chronic TIB axotomy before surgical repair (Fig.
denervated muscle fibers, such that muscle force, weight, and
6 A–C). Consistent with the slow  of decline in motor unit
CSA are sustained and reinnervated muscle fibers number and
numbers (Fig. 5A), mean motor unit tetanic forces increased
CSA are the same as after immediate nerve repair.
relatively slowly to reach significantly higher levels after long
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Prolonged nerve graft denervation rapidly reduces
regenerative success
Denervation of the contralateral CP nerve graft was prolonged
for up to 500 d by cutting the contralateral CP nerve in the thigh
of the left hindlimb and suturing the proximal nerve stump to
innervated muscle. Thereafter, the denervated nerve stump was
freed from the ligature and a 15-mm-long CP nerve graft was
removed for transplantation into the right hindlimb. It was then
placed to bridge between a freshly cut TIB proximal nerve stump
and a freshly cut CP distal nerve stump—a chronically denervated CP nerve graft between a freshly axotomized TIB nerve and
freshly denervated CP nerve stump and TA muscle–CP graft denervation (Fig. 1C).
As was the case after chronic axotomy of the TIB motoneurons, the reinnervated TA muscles fully recovered the same tetanic contractile force, weight, and CSA after chronic CP nerve
graft denervation as the reinnervated muscles after immediate
TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery (Fig. 4 A–C). The slopes of the fitted regression lines of the parameters plotted as a function of the
duration of chronic denervation of the nerve graft were not significantly different from zero (Fig. 4 A–C). There was also no
significant decline in the number or size (CSA) of muscle fibers
(Fig. 4 D, E). These data demonstrate that the muscles had become well reinnervated with full recovery of contractile function
and size when freshly axotomized TIB motoneurons regenerated
their axons through a chronically denervated CP nerve graft.
This full recovery of muscle parameters concealed a significant decline in the number of TIB motoneurons that regenerated
their axons through the chronically denervated CP nerve graft to
reinnervate the freshly denervated TA muscle (Fig. 5B). The rapid
decline with a time constant of 45 d for chronic CP graft denervation contrasted with the slow decline of regeneration ( of
323 d) by chronically axotomized TIB motoneurons (Fig. 5A).
The asymptotic mean (⫾SE) number of 41 (⫾10) motor units
after chronic CP graft denervation represents a ⬃60% decline in
motor unit numbers that compares closely with ⬃66% decline in
numbers after chronic TIB axotomy. The rapid decline to asymptotic levels was also evident from the same mean number of reinnervated motor units after prolonged CP graft denervation at
50 and ⬎300 d (Fig. 5F ). The reinnervated motor units increased
in size as measured by significant increases in motor unit forces
(Fig. 6 E–G) and in innervation ratios (Fig. 5H ). There was a
significant shift in frequency and cumulative histograms to the
right to larger contractile forces for prolonged CP graft denervation
of ⬍50 d that did not shift further when the CP graft denervation
was prolonged for ⬎300 d (Fig. 6 E–G). The ⬃2- to 2.5-fold
increase in motor unit size within 50 d compensated fully for the
rapid reduction in the number of axons that regenerated through
the chronically denervated nerve graft.
In summary, chronic denervation of the contralateral CP
nerve graft resulted in a significant decline in the capacity of
freshly axotomized motoneurons to regenerate and reinnervate
freshly denervated TA muscles. Our current data demonstrate
the strong inhibitory effect of chronically denervated Schwann
cells in the denervated nerve graft. These data support our original argument that chronic Schwann cell denervation, not the
chronic denervation of targets, accounted for the progressive failure of axon regeneration with time and distance. Indeed, these
findings indicate that reduced capacity of the denervated
Schwann cells to support axonal regeneration is not directly related to the reduced neurotrophic effect of the denervated targets,
as previously indicated (Bain et al., 2001, 2008; Zhao et al., 2004;
Elsohemy et al., 2009).
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Prolonged distal nerve stump and muscle denervation have
the most deleterious effect on regenerative success
In contrast to the fully recovered muscle contractile force, weight,
and size and to the restored muscle fiber number and size after
chronic motoneuron axotomy or nerve graft denervation, prolonged denervation of the CP distal nerve stump and the flexor
muscle group before TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery did have a
significant negative effect on all these muscle parameters (Fig. 4).
Muscle contractile force, weight, and size (CSA) declined progressively as a function of the duration of chronic denervation
before surgical repair (Fig. 4 A–C). In each case, the exponential
fall reduced the muscle functional properties to a lower plateau
with  values of 156, 122, and 256 d for muscle tetanic force,
weight, and CSA, respectively (Fig. 4 A–C). The declines were
accounted for, in part, by a fall in the numbers of reinnervated
motor units from 99 ⫾ 15 to 13 ⫹ 5 (Fig. 5C). The latter decline
was only partially compensated for by the maximal threefold
increase in innervation ratio (Fig. 5H ). As a result, the number of
reinnervated muscle fibers declined (Fig. 5H ). A second contributing factor to the reduced muscle force, weight, and size after
chronic denervation was the progressive failure of the reinnervated muscle fibers to recover their former size after chronic TA
muscle denervation (Fig. 4 E), a phenomenon noted previously
(Fu and Gordon, 1995b). After short periods of denervation of
⬍50 d when the reinnervated muscles fibers did recover their
size fully (Fig. 4 E), motor unit forces were increased significantly (Fig. 6 H) as the number of motor units declined (Fig.
5C). For longer periods, the reduced muscle fiber CSAs (Fig.
4 E) led to an underestimation of the motor unit size as measured
by motor unit forces (Fig. 6 I, J ). The progressive increase in motor unit size was clear from the increased innervations ratios,
however (Fig. 5H ).
The exponential decline in motor unit numbers after chronic
distal CP nerve and TA muscle denervation was more rapid and
more severe than after either chronic axotomy or chronic nerve
graft denervation (Fig. 5). Interestingly, the time course and the
extent of the early decline to 50% was the same as after chronic
nerve graft denervation but motor unit numbers continued to
decline to even lower levels of ⬃10% when the distal CP nerve
stump and the TA muscle were chronically denervated for ⬎50 d
(Fig. 5D). The exponential decline to ⬃10% corresponded
closely with the decline in number of reinnervated motor units
and number of regenerated axons after cross-suture of the TIB
and chronically denervated CP distal nerve stumps (Fu and Gordon, 1995b; Sulaiman and Gordon, 2000). However, the previous
studies could not delineate the effects of chronic nerve sheath
denervation from the denervation of the muscle itself, the chronically denervated nerve stump and the muscle being in continuity
with each other in the present and the past studies. The direct
comparison of the early fall in numbers of reinnervated motor
units after chronic denervation of the CP nerve graft alone with
the fall after chronic denervation of the nerve stump and the
muscle in the present study show that the rapid early decline is
accounted for by the Schwann cell denervation and the later decline by the connection with the chronically denervated muscle
(Fig. 5D).
The dramatic effect of chronic muscle denervation in reducing the capacity of the muscle to recover is illustrated in Figure 3.
Camera lucida drawings of typical muscle cross-sections are
shown after immediate nerve repair and after delayed nerve repair surgery of chronically axotomized TIB motoneurons, of a
chronically denervated CP autograft, and of chronically denervated CP distal nerve stump and TA muscle. The size of the
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reinnervated muscles after chronic axotomy and graft denervation was the same as after immediate nerve repair (Fig. 3, compare F, I, with C). In contrast, the size of the muscles was
obviously smaller after prolonged chronic denervation (Fig. 3L).
Not only were there fewer muscle fibers (Fig. 3F ) but the size of
the fibers was visibly reduced (Fig. 3 J, K ) compared with those
after immediate, chronic axotomy or graft denervation (Fig.
3 A, B, D, E,G,H ).
The muscle fibers stained for PAS are white after glycogen
depletion by repetitive stimulation of an isolated motor axon (see
Materials and Methods) (Fig. 2). Thereby the grouped distribution of the muscle unit fibers, typical of reinnervated muscles, was
seen whether or not TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery was immediate or delayed to prolong motoneuron axotomy, autograft denervation, or muscle denervation (Fig. 3 A, C, D, F,G, I, J,L). All the
muscle fibers of the units displayed are type IIB with negative
staining with acid ATPase (Fig. 3 B, E, H, K ).
In summary, chronic denervation of Schwann cells in the distal nerve stump and the chronic denervation of the muscle of
reinnervation together inhibit the capacity of even freshly axotomized motoneurons to regenerate their axons and to reinnervate
muscles. However, it is not simply that the chronically denervated muscles are replaced by fat (as is commonly believed) that
accounts for the very poor axon regeneration and muscle reinnervation. Rather, it appears that, indeed as indicated by the findings of Bain and coworkers (Bain et al., 2001, 2008; Zhao et al.,
2004; Elsohemy et al., 2009), the chronically denervated muscle
has a negative retrograde effect on the capacity of motoneurons
to regenerate their axons, In addition, chronically denervated
muscle fibers fail to fully recover from denervation atrophy despite innervation. This is discussed in detail in Discussion.

Discussion
We used a novel rat model of nerve injury and quantitative outcome measures of regenerative success to systematically and individually prolong axotomy of motoneurons, Schwann cell (SC)
and muscle denervation before repair surgery. Our findings demonstrate that chronic denervation of the distal nerve stump in and
of itself is a determining factor limiting functional recovery:
numbers of neurons regenerating their axons declined within
50 d of chronic denervation. The 60% decline was the same
whether or not the chronically denervated distal nerve stump
maintained continuity with denervated muscle. The number of
motoneurons regenerating axons fell to ⬃15% of the number
after immediate nerve repair only when axons grew through a
freshly denervated nerve graft into a chronically denervated distal
stump that was connected to denervated muscle. This comparison of the growth support of chronically denervated SCs alone
and in continuity with denervated muscle demonstrates the crucial contribution of the SC atrophic changes to progressive regenerative failure as well as providing partial support for the
conclusion that chronic muscle denervation reduces the regenerating capacity of neurons after long delays (Michalski et al.,
2008).
Prolonged axotomy
The reduction of 67% in numbers of chronically axotomized
motoneurons regenerating axons through two suture lines to reinnervate freshly denervated muscle corresponded very closely
with the reduction in reinnervated motor unit numbers we reported after regeneration through one suture site (Fu and Gordon, 1995a). Concomitant increase in motor unit size fully
compensated for reduced numbers of motor units (Fig. 5), their
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enlargement being sufficient to reinnervate all denervated muscle
fibers. Consequently, reinnervated muscles developed as much
contractile force, were as heavy, and had the same CSAs as when
TIBp–CPg–CPd repair surgery was performed immediately (Fig.
4). Additionally, muscle fiber size and number were the same.
Ligation of the proximal nerve stump to prevent axon regeneration and reconnection with target muscle was used to model
chronic axotomy (Fig. 2). The frustrated axon regeneration is a
reasonable model of prolonged axotomy because the reduced
capacity of chronically axotomized motoneurons to regenerate
their axons was the same after frustrating axon growth by nerve
ligation as that after allowing axon growth through a cutaneous
sensory nerve graft that prevented muscle reinnervation (Furey et
al., 2007). Moreover, no neuron death ensued after chronic axotomy of the motoneurons supplying hindlimb muscles regardless
of how often the neurons were subjected to crush injury (Gordon
et al., 1991; Xu et al., 2010).
The molecular response of axotomized neurons with upregulation of actin, tubulin, GAP-43, and CAP-23, the expression of
the neonatal isoform, ␣-tubulin, and the downregulation of neurofilament protein (Tetzlaff et al., 1988; Miller et al., 1989; Jacob
and McQuarrie, 1996; Fu and Gordon, 1997; Bomze et al., 2001;
Woolf, 2001; Mason et al., 2002) has been interpreted as evidence
of a molecular switch from a transmitting to a growth mode, the
genes being referred to as growth-associated genes (GAGs) (Gordon, 1983; Miller et al., 1989; Fu and Gordon, 1997). GAG expression is relatively short-lived, however, declining from a peak
at 7 d to baseline levels within 6 months (You et al., 1997; McPhail
et al., 2004). The decline corresponds with the decline in regenerative capacity of chronically axotomized motoneurons, although ⬃30% of the neurons do sustain regeneration in the
permissive environment of a freshly denervated nerve graft or
distal stump. The increased GAG expression after the refreshment injury of the chronically axotomized motoneurons for the
repair surgery is even more transient (You et al., 1997). The role
in axon growth of ⬎240 genes selectively expressed after nerve
injury (Costigan et al., 2002; Befort et al., 2003; Seijffers et al.,
2006) as well as the time course of their expression remain to be
determined.
Motoneuronal upregulation of neurotrophic factors including brain- and glial cell-derived neurotrophic factors (BDNF and
GDNF) and neurotrophin 4/5 occurs within 7 d of injury and
progressively declines thereafter (Boyd and Gordon, 2003a). This
decline is also likely a factor in reduced regenerative capacity with
chronic axotomy. Indeed, exogenous BDNF and GDNF effectively restore regenerative capacity of chronically axotomized
motoneurons without affecting the capacity after immediate axotomy (Boyd and Gordon, 2001, 2002, 2003b).
Prolonged Schwann cell denervation
The numbers of freshly axotomized TIB motoneurons that regenerated axons through a chronically denervated nerve autograft declined rapidly as a function of duration of denervation,
the time constant being 45 d to fall to ⬃40% of normal (Fig.
5 B, D). The time course demonstrates that the permissive growth
environment of such autografts is transient even when grafts are
short. The use of any conduit requires that regenerating axons
traverse two suture sites. Denervated SCs normally migrate
across these sites to assemble the laminin substrate on which
regenerating axons sprout and grow. However, laminin bundles
at the repair site are disorganized until ⬃5 d when SCs begin to
infiltrate the site. Thereafter, SCs and collagen align in organized
longitudinal bands of Bungner to support the regenerating axons
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that sprout from the proximal nerve stump (Ramon y Cajal,
1928; Witzel et al., 2005) and provide visual evidence for the slow
and progressive “staggered outgrowth” of regenerating axons
across a suture line; all axons cross one suture line within 28 d
(Al-Majed et al., 2000; Brushart et al., 2002). It follows that crossing of all regenerating axons into, through, and out of a 15-mmlong nerve autograft requires ⬃10 weeks even after immediate
nerve repair including the regeneration through the graft at a
regeneration rate of 3 mm/d.
Many GAGs are upregulated in denervated SCs as they proliferate and switch from a myelinating to a growth-supportive phenotype. These include neurotrophic factors, nerve growth factor,
BDNF, GDNF, and pleotrophin, their receptors, as well as neuregulin and their receptors (You et al., 1997; Höke et al., 2002; Mi
et al., 2007). The genes undergo progressive decline in expression
with chronic SC denervation (Boyd and Gordon, 2003a; Sulaiman et al., 2011). This decline and progressive shift of denervated
SCs to a dormant state likely impacts SC migration across suture
lines and their capacity to support axonal outgrowth even from a
freshly cut proximal nerve stump into a freshly denervated recipient distal nerve stump. Freshly axotomized motoneurons normally derive sufficient neurotrophic support from denervated
SCs, but under conditions of chronic SC denervation, the neuronal sources of the neurotrophic factors are likely inadequate to
support axon regeneration without exogenous sources. Likewise,
as discussed above, exogenous sources of growth factors are required by chronically axotomized neurons to sustain axon regeneration (Gordon, 2009).
Despite chronic SC denervation in the autograft, ⬃40% of the
motoneurons regenerated axons. This likely reflects the ability of
freshly denervated SCs from both proximal and distal nerve
stumps to which the autograft is attached, to support axon regeneration. Axons may release sufficient SC mitogens including neuregulin and CGRP (calcitonin gene-related peptide), to support
some proliferative capacity of the SCs in the graft despite evidence of reduced expression of erb2 and erb3 receptors for neuregulin (Li et al., 1997; Terenghi et al., 1998; Sulaiman and
Gordon, 2003).
Denervation of the distal nerve stump and target organs
Our data confirm previous findings that chronic denervation of
distal CP nerve stump and of TA muscle reduces the number of
regenerating motoneurons to ⬃10% after immediate nerve repair (Fu and Gordon, 1995b). Counts of backlabeled motoneurons that regenerated their axons support the conclusion that
chronic SC denervation accounts for the poor axon regeneration
(Fu and Gordon, 1995b; Sulaiman and Gordon, 2000, 2009; Sulaiman et al., 2002, 2005). However, our current findings that
chronic nerve autograft denervation reduced regeneration to
40% after delayed repair but denervation of CP nerve stump and
TA muscle reduced regeneration to ⬃10% (Fig. 5) demonstrate
the negative impact of chronic muscle denervation on axon regeneration (Bain et al., 2001; Veltri et al., 2005). Exhaustion of
trophic factors from the denervated muscle is likely a contributing factor, although additional investigation is warranted.
Failure of reinnervated muscle fibers to fully recover their
former size is an additional factor limiting motor recovery. Satellite cells may be reduced in number, ability to replenish muscle
nuclei, and/or proliferative capacity (Anzil and Wernig, 1989). A
strength of the current study is our assurance of the free movement of experimental rats by specifically denervating only the
muscles of interest. This is important because muscle fiber loss
may be exacerbated by immobility that frequently accompanies
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muscle denervation. Immobilized limbs carry risk of ischemia,
stasis, and edema, all of which can adversely affect muscle nutrition and their subsequent recovery (Sunderland, 1978; Savolainen et al., 1988).
Conclusions
Replacement of denervated muscle by fat is not inevitable as previously supposed. If factors that include reduced blood supply are
taken into account, the ability of regenerating axons to reinnervate denervated muscle fibers and, in turn, to form maximally
enlarged muscle units provides strong evidence that chronic
muscle denervation is not the prime factor that accounts for poor
functional recovery after proximal nerve injuries. Functional recovery is limited primarily by the progressive fall in regenerative
capacity of axotomized neurons and denervated SCs with time
and distance.
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